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M A T E M A T I C K Ý Č A S O P I S 
R O Č N Í K 18 1968 Č Í S L O 2 
PERIODIC SERIES 
JAMES WIEGOLD, Cardiff (Wales) 
Some years ago I was concerned with groups expressible as unions of disjoint 
subsemigroups (see [1] and [2]), and I found it useful to introduce the periodic 
series 
l=no{Q) = m(G)=... = 7zx(G)<=... 
of an arbitrary group G, defined as follows. If A is a limit ordinal, 7t/,(G) is the 
union of all n^(G) with fx < A. If A has an immediate predecessor fi, then 
nji(G) is the subgroup of G generated by the elements having finite order 
modulo nn(G). The limit n*(G) of the periodic series is the peak of £?; evidently, 
G has a non-trivial homomorphic image without non-trivial elements of 
finite order if and only if n*(G) =£ G. If G is expressed as a union of disjoint 
subsemigroups, then the peak lies it> the subsemigroup containing the identity 
element. 
One is led to inquire as to possible lengths of periodic series. They can not 
be arbitrarily long, as our first and very trivial result shows. 
Lemma 1. For any group G, nm(G) = na)+i(G). 
Proof . Here co is the first infinite ordinal. Let x have finite order modulo 
7Z(o(G). Then x has finite order modulo nn(G) for some n< co, so that x e nn+i(G), 
and x e n^Q). This proves the lemma. 
Now oi^e asks: given an ordinal a < co, is there a group whose periodic 
series has length exactly a? The answer is yes, as we shall see presently. 
We shall make a group Ga whose periodic series has length precisely a and such 
that 7Coc(Ga) = Ga. First some preliminaries. 
Lemma 2. For any integers i, j ^ 0, 7Zt(G/7Zj(G)) = ni+j(G)jjtj(G). 
Proof . This follows by an easy induction on i. 
We also omit tbe proof of our third lemma; here an easy induction on n gives 
the answer. 
Lemma 3. If G is the restricted direct product of subgroups G%, then for each 
finite n, nn(G) is the restricted direct product of the nn(Gi). 
Our last preliminary is a well-known result on generalized free products. 
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The essay [3] is a convenient reference. 
Let G be the generalized free product of two groups A and B with amalgamation. 
Then the only elements of finite order in G are conjugates of elements of finite 
order in A or B. 
Using these results we construct a sequence 
Gi, 6?2, . . . , Gn, . . . 
of groups with the desired properties. First, Gi is an infinite dihedral group 
generated by elements ai and bi of order 2. For each n ^ 1, Gn+i is to be 
a generalized free product of Gn and the group Bn+i generated by two elements 
an+i, bn+i with the single defining relation a\+1 = b\+1. As a generalized free 
product of infinite cyclic groups, Bn+i has no elements of finite order except 
the identity. Precisely, Gn+i is to be generated by 2(n -f- 1) elements aiy 
bi, . . . , an+i, bn+i subject to the defining relations 
a\ = b\= 1, af+1 = bf+1 = afa, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
I t is clear from the defining relations that Gn+i is the generalized free product 
of Gn and Bn+i, amalgamating the infinite cyclic subgroup generated by anbn 
in Gn with that generated by a\+1 in Bn+i. Moreover, nn+i(Gn+i) = Gn+i and, 
by the above-quoted result on generalized free products, m(Gn+i) is the 
normal closure of 6?i in Gn+i. This means that Gn+ilm(Gn+i) is the group 
obtained from Gn+i by putting ai = bi = 1; and a glance at the defining 
relations shows t h a t this factor-group is isomorphic with Gn. 
From Lemma 2 it now follows immediately that, for i ^ n + 1, 7ti(Gn+i) 
is the normal closure of Gi in Gn+i. I n any case 
1 = 7to(Gn+i) cz m(Gn+ij[c: . . . a 7tn+i(Gn+i) = C7n+1, 
as we wanted. 
Lastly, let G stand for the direct product of all the Gi. Then, by Lemma 3, 
nn(G) -7-r G for all n, and n^G) =- G. 
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